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2PI Effective action 

As we have seen in previous chapters, perturbative approaches to the study of 
equilibrium and nonequilibrium properties of hot and dense media may lead to in
consistencies. In equilibrium one finds IR problems while out of equilibrium pinch 
singularities and/or secularity may appear (see sections 1.3 and 1.4). These problems 
are related to the fact that perturbative calculations in terms of bare quantities fail to 
describe the collective phenomena in the medium. We have also seen that a strategy 
to overcome those difficulties is to work with dressed quantities, in which the most 
relevant effects of the interacting system are accounted for. These dressed quantities 
are obtained by means of nonperturbative resummation schemes. 

In this chapter we present the concept of the 2PI effective action and its use as 
a systematic resummation procedure. It was first introduced in the study of nonre-
lativistic Fermi systems by Luttinger and Ward [153]. de Dominicis and Martin [154], 
and Baym [155]. Later it was generalized to relativistic field theories by Cornwall. 
Jackiw and Tomboulis [156]. Similarly to the more familiar 1PI effective action, the 
2PI effective action involves a diagrammatic expansion in terms of closed loops. The 
difference is that the graphs in the 2PI effective action are built from the dressed 
propagator instead of the bare one. and are skeleton diagrams, i.e. diagrams without 
self-energy insertions. A particular resummation is given by choosing an action func
tional defined by truncating the series of diagrams. A variational principle applied to 
the truncated action leads to a set of self-consistent equations from which the dressed 
quantities are obtained. The truncation of the action followed by a variational prin
ciple defines what is usually called a ^-derivable approximation. 

As we explain in detail in this chapter, 2PI effective action resummation schemes 
have many advantages comparing to other resummation methods. In particular, they 
preserve global symmetries of the original theory and guarantee thermodynamic con
sistency. They arc. in addition, suited to describe quasiparticle systems. All these 
useful properties make 2PI resummation methods a very attractive mathematical 
framework for the study of high-energy plasmas and. in particular the quark-gluon 
plasma which may be created during heavy-ion collisions. Calculations of thermo
dynamica! properties of the quark-gluon plasma, such as the entropy [157], the free 
energy [158] or the quark-number susceptibility [159]. have been achieved using re-
summations based on the 2PI effective action (see also the recent reviews [51, 73]). 
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Chapter 4. 2PI Effective action 

They can be also applied to compute t ransport properties of high-energy plasmas. 
Indeed, the lowest non-trivial truncation of the 2PI effective action has shown to 
reproduce correctly transport coefficients at leading order [160]. 

Xonequilibrium properties can be also formally studied within the 2PI resummation 
schemes [94. 161]. Unlike other approximation schemes, which suffer from secularity. 
2PI effective action methods seem to be free of secular terms. In this manner, they 
allow the study of the late-time behavior of out of equilibrium dynamics. In the con
tex t of scalar theories, very interesting studies have been performed on thermalization, 
loss of initial correlations [162, 163. 164. 142. 165. 166. 167] and several dynamical 
processes like parametric resonance [168]. In chapter 5 we shall use the 2PI effect
ive action to study the nonequilibrium dynamics of symmetry breaking in the O(N) 
model, in particular the phenomenon known as spinodal decomposition. 

In this chapter we discuss mainly formal aspects related to the 2PI effective action. 
In section 4.1 we introduce and define the 2PI effective action and the ^-derivable 
approximations. We present in section 4.1.4 a derivation of the 2PI effective action 
as an expansion in te rms of diagrams that provides a connection with approximation 
schemes based on t runcat ing the hierarchy of Schwinger-Dyson equations. The main 
propert ies that make resummation schemes based on the 2PI effective action so ap
pealing are presented in section 4.2. A discussion on the definition of higher-point 
vertices from truncated 2PI effective actions and its connection to renormalization 
is discussed in Sees. 4.3 and 4.4. Finally, the generalization of the idea of the 2PI 
effective action to include higher-point vertices is presented in section 4.5. 

4 .1 . 2PI effective action 

4.1.1. 1PI effective action and Schwinger-Dyson hierarchy 

Before introducing the concept of the 2PI effective action it is convenient to re
view the s tandard definition of the 1PI effective action, which can be found in many 
tex tbooks [169. 170. 171]. This will allow us to set up the notation and discuss some 
ideas which arc also important for the case of the 2PI effective action. 

Consider the par t i t ion function Z[J, p] introduced in chapter 2. and given by (2.11). 
Z[J. p] can be written in a compact way as 

Z[J.p}= I Vye'{s^+-'^'} (4.1) 

where S[^] is the action of the field ip, and J denotes the local source. Throughout 
this chapter we shall use a compact notation similar to the one introduced by DeWitt 
[172]. A single latin index i comprises all discrete and continous field labels, and 
Einste in 's summat ion convention is extended to include integration over all of space 
and t ime (the lat ter along the contour C). In this way. ^p' may represent indistinctly 
an a rb i t ra ry scalar, gauge or fermionic field y ' = {<p(x), -4"((.r). ipa(x),...}'. 

l W e shall not use. however, DeWitt 's notation for derivatives (which are usually indicated with 
a comma [172]). 
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4.1. 2PI effective action 

Z[J. p] is also the generating functional of correlation functions. By differentiating 
Z[J.p] with respect to the sources ./. correlation functions of the form (Tc<p...<p) 
can be obtained. These correlation functions are usually not connected. Neverthe
less, a generating functional of connected correlation functions can be introduced as 
W[J] = —i\nZ[J]. Indeed, the mean fields, propagators and. in general, n-point con
nected correlation functions can be obtained by functional differentiations of W[J] 
with respect to the sources 

d{iJi) ö(iJj)ö(/Jj) 

5NW 
i— siiJiWiJjWiJk] 

= ( T c V V ^ . . . ) c s G « f c - . (4.3) 

The 1PI effective action is then defined by the Legcndre transform of W[J] with 
respect to ./. i.e. 

T1PI [o] = W[J) - Ji f - = W[J] - Ji(f>\ (4.4) 

That the functional r1PT is indeed an effective action is clear by writing 

Z\,J.p\ = fv,pei{sM+Ji*i} = ei{rinW+Jt*i}. (4.5) 

The name "1PI" comes from the fact that r is a generating' functional of one-
particle-irreducible (1PI) diagrams2, the proper vertices 

r 1 K [ 0 ] = y - i r i W )
i w ^ . . . ^ , With i W s i - r r T 1 

iV! "•••'•v " 8on ...6óiN 

N=0 

• (4-6) 
<p=0 

That r ' , , v ' represent the various vertex functions can be shown explicitly by taking the 
connected correlation functions defined from W[J], writing them in terms of diagrams, 
and "amputating" their external lines (see. for instance [169. 170]). 

Schwinger-Dyson equations 

An alternative but equivalent way of studying a given theory without involving 
the use of the path integrals is by looking at the set of coupled equations relating 
all the Green's functions, known as the Schwinger-Dyson equations (SDE) [173. 174]. 
These form a hierarchy of infinite coupled integral equations relating the various 
correlation and/or vertex functions of the theory. They contain as much information 
as the partition function Z. Because the SDE are an infinite number of equations, 
one usually makes approximations by truncating the hierarchy at some order. The 
set of truncated self-consistent equations can be used to investigate non-perturbative 
aspects of the theory. Indeed, the SDE have been used as a framework for the study 

i.e. they cannot be disconnected by removing a .single line. 
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Chapter 4. 2PI Effective action 

of non-perturbative phenomena such as dynamical mass generation or confinement in 
QCD (see [175] and references therein). 

Let us review briefly the Schwinger-Dyson equations in the context of scalar ip4 

theory. We write the action as 

where Sijki represents the symmetric Kronecker delta 

(4.7) 

hjkl = X (Sijhi + ÖikÖji + ÖuÖjk) • (4.8) 

The Schwinger-Dyson equations arise as a consequence of the invariance of the path 
integral to constant field shifts \p —» <p + a and therefore represent the equations of 
motion of the Green's function of the theory. They are obtained from the average of 
the classical e.o.rn. 

/ÖSM 
Ji ) = o 

1 SS 1 

\ ötp* "lI * Z[J] \Sp' [Si.J 

Using the fact that, for any functional f [J], 

1 s < Z { J W ] ) = ^ 

Ji Z[J] = 0 

Z[J] SiJ 

for connected Green functions holds 

SJ 
s 

Jij 
m 

SS 
8ipi 

6W[J] _S_ 
SJ f SiJ 

+ Ji = 0. 

(4.9) 

(4-10) 

(4.n; 

In scalar tp4 theory we obtain 

s3w 
SJmSJtSJk 

, .SW 62W SW SW SW 

~ 3'~s~h.sjmsjl
 +'JTkThUZ 

(4.12) 
This equation relates the mean field (or 1-point function) to the 2- and 3- point 
functions of the theory. Further differentiations with respect to the sources yield 
equations for the higher-point functions. These in general relate a given n point 
function with up to (// + 2)-point functions, thus forming a hierarchy of coupled 
equations. 

Similar Schwinger-Dyson equations can be written for the proper vertices by using 
the 1PI effective action (4.4). These are obtained from 

sr iPi i ST 
So, 

ss_ 
6<pi 

S2W[J] S ' 
SJSJ Sep 

(4-13) 
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4.1. 2PI effective action 

For the case of vanishing mean field, the SDK for the proper 2- and 4-point functions 
are given diagrammatically by 

- / E = (/Go)"1 - iT^ = < ~ > = \ - 0 - + \ -Qy- (4.14) 

where the lines represent full propagators and the blobs represent rc-point proper 
vertices. 

4.1.2. 2PI effective action 

The partition function Z\J\ discussed in the previous section depends only on a 
local source J . In principle, one can also introduce into the partition function non
local sources. In particular, adding bifocal sources K leads to the generating functional 

Z[.J.K.p\ = I p ^ e ^ M + J i ^ + i v * * ^ } . (4.16) 

The expectation value of a functional 0[*p\ is given by 

K [Yi' rT>¥)ei{s[<p]+Ji<PlH<plKu'P:'} 

Analogously to the case before, we introduce the generating functional W[J, K] as 

W\J, K] = -i In Z[J. K). (4.18) 

We point out that, in the presence of bilocal sources, the functional W[J. K] gener
ates not only connected diagrams, but also disconnected ones by differentiating with 
respect to K. For instance 

The 2PI effective action is formally defined as the Legendre transform of the gen
erating functional W[J, K] with respect to the local and bilocal sources ./ and /\'. 
namely 

5W .. 5W 
r[0.G} = wv.K}-jl--KIJ-I^ 

= W[J. K] - J,ó' - \Ka (0V + iGij). (4.20) 
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Chapter 4. 2PI Effective action 

From its definition one derives the useful relations 

ST[o.G] 

60' 

ST[o.G] 

= -Ji-Ki1ó>, 

= ~öKij- (4.21) 
SG'-i 2 

With the help of Eq. (4.21) one can write the expression for the expectation value of 
a functional Q[p\ in terms of the 2PI effective action as 

(4.22) 

It can be shown [156] (see also section 4.1.4 below) that the 2PI effective action can 
be conveniently written in terms of diagrams as 

r[(P.G] = 5'o[ó] + /cTr[lnG'-1 + (G*(7
1 - G~l) • G ] -i$[<f>,G\, (4.23) 

where 5n[0] = (1/2)<P'GQ]JÓ:' is the free part of the action and the constant c is equal 
to 1/2 for bosons and —1 for fermions. The functional $[0. G] represents the sum 
of the closed two-particle-irreducible (2PI) skeleton diagrams (i.e. without self-energy 
insertions). This diagrammatic series is built from bare (classical) vertices and full 
propagators. For scalar ipA theory it is given by3 

*[o'G1 = 3iX+5 8 + 5 & + ^ ° 0 « + è ^ + ---- <4-24> 
The advantage of the 2PI effective action is that, because of the Legendre transform 
with respect to the bilocal source A', it depends explicitly on the full or dressed 
propagator G. In addition, from Eq. (2.11) one sees that the use of both local and 
bilocal sources forms an appropiate setting for the study of non-equilibrium system 
with gaussian initial density matrices. The information of the gaussian initial density 
matrix is contained in the value of the sources .7 and K at initial time. 

4 . 1 . 3 . (I>-derivable approximat ions 

The 2PI effective action (4.23) is an exact representation of the generating func
tional Z. Truncations of the series of diagrams in <3?[o. G] define systematic approxim
ations to the partition fund ion. For a given truncation, the truncated act ion rtr[<2>, G] 
defines approximate mean fields os and propagators G's at its stationary point via a 
variational principle. These are thus given by solving (4.21) for vanishing sources, i.e. 

Srtr[d>.G\ = Q SV'-[Ö.G) 

5(f> ts.Gs 5G 
= 0. (4.25) 

0.S-C-S 

' T h e Feynman rules used in this chapter are the same as in section 2.6 and given by (2.101). 
Additionally, the mean fields 0 are represented as lollipops. Unless stated otherwise, all expressions 
are written in Minkowski space. 
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4.1. 2PI effective action 

From the first of these equation we obtain for the s tat ionary mean field 

o' = iG 
, , ^ [ 0 . G ' ] 
0 66i 

(4.2C) 

where we used the short-hand notation | s to indicate that the expression is evaluated 
at the stat ionary point solution (4.25). The second gives for the propagator. 

G7. = G-i_2mM 
0 - SG 

Hence, a ^-derivable approximation gives the self-energy 

(4.27) 

E[G] = 2 « . (4.28) 

For stat ic systems, as in equilibrium, the expressions (4.26) and (4.27) form a self-
consistent set of equations for the mean field ó and propagator G ("gap" equations). 
These self-consistent equations provide a resummation scheme for both quantit ies. In 
particular, for scalar ^ 4 theory with vanishing mean field, t runcat ing T at leading 
order results into the functional r f o a m given by (1-7) which performs the summat ion 
of the foam diagrams. 

For situations out of equilibrium the stationary point equations can be writ ten as 
equations of motion for the mean fields and propagators. For the mean fields, t he 
e.o.m. are given by 

(4.29) 1 , 04>[0.G} 

60' 
The corresponding equations of motion for the propagator are obtained by convoluthig 
equation (4.27) with the full propagator Gs, leading to 

Gs,kj (4.30) 

Writing both (4.29) and (4.30) in the real-time contour yields causal evolution equa
tions for the stationary mean fields and propagators. For the various contour com
ponents of the propagator, in particular, this leads to the Kadanoff-Baym equations 
(2.56-2.60) discussed in chapter 2. 

Since these truncations lead to approximate quantities derived from a functional, 
and in particular from its s tat ionary point, they are referred to as <&(Fmictional)-
derivable approximations [155]. A ^-derivable approximation is understood to include 
both the t runcat ion of the 2PI effective action and the variational method from which 
dressed quantities are defined. 

An important remark that should be made is tha t relations which arc valid for the 
exact 2PI effective action do not necessarily hold for the truncated actions tha t are 
used in <I>-derivable approximations. In particular, the definition of the expectation 
value of a functional 0[^>] for a ^-derivable approximation is no longer given by using 
(4.22) with the truncated action T,,.. A priori within a given approximation, only 
the correspoding mean fields and propagators are defined via the stat ionary point 
solutions of r t r , i.e. eq. (4.25). Nevertheless, a procedure to construct higher n-point 
functions can be given, as we shall see in the following section. 
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Chapter 4. 2PI Effective action 

4.1.4. Relation with Schwinger-Dyson equations 

In this section we present a derivation of equation (4.23). where the 2PI effective 
action is given in terms of the series of skeleton diagrams. The derivation presented 
here is (partly) similar to the one in [176]. The important point of this derivation 
is that it will allow us to establish a connection between ^-derivable approximations 
and approximations to the Schwingcr-Dyson equations (SDE). Besides, it will also 
give a prescription to obtain the higher n-point functions corresponding to a given 4>-
derivable approximation. For defhhteness. we consider the scalar ip4 theory, described 
by the action 

s[tp] = JAUy l^^ö^yMy)) - ̂ (*)4} = \^Gö}^-^%kl^fyl, 
(4.31) 

where GQ is the bare propagator and T0 ^ = -iXöijki is the classical vertex. For 
simplicity let us consider the case when the mean field vanishes, i.e. o = 0. The 
partition function can be written as 

Z[K] = eiWW = ei{r[G}+iKijG^} = f ^ ^ { S M + ^ ^ V } . ( 4_3 2 ) 

We proceed as follows: 

• First of all. the term in the action which is quadratic in the fields can be inter
preted as a source term. This involves a redefinition of the source to be given 
by K = K + GQ . Then W[K] is equal to another generating functional PV'[/^]. 
in this case, of a scalar theory given by the action S[ip] — -irQ

4)(pA/4\. This is 
a just redefinition of the action. 

• We obtain the effective action f that results from making a Legendre transform 
of the functional W with respect to the source K. This leads to 

T[G] = W[K] - Kij -^- = W[K] - '-KijGV. (4.33) 
ÖK ij ^ 

The effective action f can be constructed from its derivative 

ST[G] i ~ 
-ér=-2Kü- (4-34) 

Indeed, setting now A';j = G^]- +Kjj and using Dyson's equation to write GQ1 

in terms of the full propagator G. we obtain 

^ f = -\KÜ = ~\ {Kis +Gö.lj} = ~\ {Kij + G"-1 + E[C7]?J} . (4.35) 

• We want to integrate (4.35) to find F up to a constant. To do this we should 
write the self-energy E[G] in terms of' the full propagator G. This can be done 
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4.1. 2PI effective action 

by using the Schwinger-Dyson equation (4.14) for the self-energy, i.e. 

-*S[G] = - G-^&-- (4.30) 

We see that the SDE for the self-energy depends not only on G. but on the 
4-point vertex as well. This is related to higher-point vertex functions through 
its corresponding SDE 

^-X-X+£W+KB>è 
S+5 (4.37) 

What we want is to close the equation (4.36) for the self-energy in such a way 
that it only depends on the propagator G and not on the 4-point vertex. This is 
done by expressing the latter only in terms of propagators as a scries of skeleton 
diagrams, i.e. by expanding the 4- and 6-point vertices appearing in the RHS 
of (4.37) in terms of propagators as 

r (4 ) = 

One uses this series onto Eq. (4.36) to obtain 

-iX[G] = \ 
6 U ^ 

(4.38; 

(4.39) 

This self-energy depends only on G. Inserting (4.39) into the derivative equation 
(4.35) leads to a closed equation that can be integrated to obtain 

f[G] = ^ T r [ l n G - 1 - A - ] - / | 
1 

48 

1 
48 

Using (4.32) and (4.33) one can easily prove that 

l - r. « _ , . „ _ ! . - - I l 
r[G] = -Tr[lnG-'+C70- iq-/<j-

1 
48 48 

•4 

+ const. 

(4.40) 

+const. 

(4.41) 
The constant term can be fixed by comparing with the free theory case, where 
the standard one-loop expression for the 1PI effective action is given by T = 
(i/2)TrhiG ,

(7
1. This leads to 

48 ^ ^ 7 + 48 
(4.42) 

which is precisely the expression (4.23) of the 2PI effective action in terms of diagrams. 
The derivation presented here can be easily generalized to non-vanishing mean field, 
and also for fermionic or gauge theories. 

T[G] = LTr [lnG-1 + (G'ö' - GTl) G] - i {\ 
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Chapter 4. 2PI Effective action 

Discussion 

T h e advantage of the derivation presented here is that it provides a connection 
between truncations of the 2PI effective action and approximation schemes based on 
the Schwinger-Dyson equations. By following the steps of the derivation, one can 
m a p approximations to the SDE with t runcat ions of the functional <P. In the case 
of the scalar ^ theory above, for example, we see that a truncation of the vertex 
SDE (4.38)4 and the self-energy SDE (4.36) corresponds to an approximation on the 
2PI effective action (4.42). A given <f>-derivable approximation corresponds thus to 
a given truncation of the Schwinger-Dyson hierarchy. The same connection can be 
established not only with the SDE for t he proper vertices, but also with the SDE for 
connected correlation functions (see section 4.1.1). Note tha t , in the usual derivation 
of the 2PI effective action [156]. this correspondence is not obvious. The action, as 
given in (4.23). defines 1- and 2- point functions at its s tat ionary point. A legitimate 
question to ask is then: how are higher-point functions defined? It turns out that 
defining higher-point functions starting from the 2PI effective action (4.23) is not so 
straightforward, and. as we shall see in t he next section, is not unambiguous. 

T h e importance1 of the connection between ^-derivable approximations and the 
SDE is the fact that it can be used to define the rc-point correlation functions for 
a rb i t ra ry /?. The prescription we introduce to obtain n-point correlation functions 
for a given ^-derivable approximation is that they arc given by the truncation of the 
corresponding SDE. 

Example: Consider the t runcat ion of the 2PI effective action that result from taking 
the first two diagrams in (4.42). i.e. 

ru . [G] = ^ T r [ l n G ' - 1 + G ( 7 1 G ] - / | i g + ^ ^ } t 4 " 4 3 ) 

Going through the derivation of (4.42). one finds, by looking at eqns. (4.39) and 
(4.38). tha t the corresponding truncations of the SDE are 

r » ' = X = X <«4> 
In particular, for the action given by (4.43), the //-point connected correlation func
tions are found to be 

(Jc^^J)t-iG'J. (4.45) 

(Tc y VVV>? = G""&"Gk'Ghir{^nrs. (4.46) 

while, for n > 4 they are given by the corresponding tree-level expressions with the 
vertices and propagators given from (4.41). The fact that these correlation functions 
correspond to a given ^-derivable approximation was denoted by the superscript *. 
As we shall show in later sections, this prescription to obtain higher-point correlation 
functions leads to a definition of an energy-momentum tensor which is conserved. 

The truncation of the skeleton expansion of the 4-point vertex gives also the truncation of the 
higher n-point vertices (n > 6). 
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4.2. Properties of 2PI resummation schemes 

4.2. Properties of 2PI resummation schemes 

The usefulness of the 2PI effective action conies from its remarkable properties as 
an approximation scheme. The main advantages of <I>-dcrivable approximations are, 
in particular: 

• They provide a systematic recipe for resummations. In principle, one can always 
improve the approximation by truncating the 2PI effective action at higher order 
in some expansion parameter (like the coupling constant. 1/Ar. etcetera). 

• ^-derivable approximations arc conserving, which means that they are con
sistent with conservation laws following from Noether 's theorem [177]. Thus 
they comply with the (global) symmetries of the lagrangian. In particular they 
guarantee charge and energy conservation. This last feature makes ^-derivable 
approximations very appealing for nonequilibrium problems, where energy con
servation in a closed system is a requirement. Notice that other approximation 
schemes, and in particular, commonly used truncat ions of the Schwinger-Dyson 
equations in gauge theories (where one introduces a. vertex ansatz to satisy Ward 
identities, see for example [178. 179. 180] and references therein), do not fulfill 
this requirement. Because of the relevance of the last property to nonequilib
rium problems, we study it in some more detail in the next section. 

• In e q u i l i b r i u m , ^-derivable approximations guarantee thermodynamica! con
sistency. What is meant here is that any derivative of the thermodynamic 
potential Q = - ( l / / i ) l n Z with respect to any thermodynamic parameter (such 
as T or /./.) is then given by considering only the explicit dependence of Q on 
these parameters . The implicit dependence of Q on T and // through o or G' 
drops out in virtue of the stationary property. Hence, usual thermodyiiamical 
relations are preserved by the approximation. 

• ^-derivable approximations are a suitable method to describe quasiparticle sys
tems. Indeed, they perform resummations on the propagator, which contains 
the most relevant information about quasiparticle properties (screening mass. 
damping , . . . ) . For the case of the entropy, in particular, considering a loop 
expansion of the 2PI effective action, a 2-loop truncation yields 

f dn{h 
dT 

S2-ioop = - / — ^ [ imlnCr ' (A-) - ImE(A-)ReG(A-)l (4.47) 

which corresponds to the entropy of a gas of free quasiparticles [181]. The 
result (4.47) lias the advantage1 of being manifestly UV finite [157]. Further, 
even though it comes from a 2-loop truncation, eq. (4.47) is a 1-loop expression, 
which makes it easier to calculate. Higher-loop truncations lead to contributions 
to the entropy originating from the interaction between the quasiparticles. 

The fact that 2PI effective action methods are close to a quasiparticle picture 
makes them an interesting tool for studying therinody mimical properties of QC'D 
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Chapter 4. 2PI Effective action 

which lead t o 6 

d4> /' , S$> n S<& 
% (T^ix))* = -i 

Jc dG(x.z) 
(4.59) 

oft*) Jc &G(x,z) Sa-r] 

One can prove that the RHS of this equation vanishes. To show it. notice that the 
functional <£> is a scalar, therefore invariant under space-time translations. In addition. 
the functional 4> is invariant under the generalized transformation .;•'' —> x>' +a''(x). 
provided the mean fields o. the propagators G and the scale factor Q{x) transform 
respectively as 

o(.r) ~o(x + a(x)). (4.60) 

G(x.!/) -> G {x + «(./•)•// + a(x)). (4.61) 

C(.r) = 1 - C(*) = det fe + ^j&P) • (4-G2> 

The transformation of the scale parameter Q(x) is introduced to accommodate for the 
Jacobian at the integrations in each vertex. This invariance provides the following 
equat ion 

./,. ')o(x) Ox'1 

•»>x) + ^<,r(y))+f"*P& = 0. (4.63) 
ySG(x.y)\ Ox" üi;" "•"/ ./,. dC(.r) Ox' 

Using partial integration leads to 

w w + 2 jL *JÉrö*G(* ,x )" y" *ÖÖ = °' {iM> 
which proves that the RHS of equation (4.59) indeed vanishes, so ^ ( r ' * " ) * = 0. For 
vanishing fields at infinity, this implies thai energy and momentum are conserved in 
t ime. 

In this manner, ^-derivable approximations lead to equations of motion that con
serve energy and momentum in t ime. The key point in the derivation above is that 
approximations based on the 2PI effective action are derived from a functional (which 
is invariant under space-time translations). Another important point to mention is 
tha t the truncation of the functional 4» does not need to be systematic for the energy 
to be conserved. One can take or add extra contributions to <I> of any order while 
mainta in ing conservation of energy. 

4.3. Vertices and Bose symmetry 

We saw in section 4.1.4 that a truncation of the 2PI effective action has a direct 
correspondence with a given truncation of the Schwinger-Dyson equations. This gives 

6 Note that the term in braces in (4.56) is only defined for x ^ y. The equality x = y must be 
taken after the derivatives are performed. 
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a prescription to define the various //-point functions for a given truncation. For the 
case of a real scalar theory with a vanishing mean field, this correspondence was 
established in eqns. (4.14-4.38). We obtained a closed equation for the propagator 
G that could be integrated to find the truncated 2PI effective action, i.e. eq. (4.39). 
The resulting 2PI effective action reproduces the truncation for the 2-point function 
(via the stationary condition). The information on the precise truncation of the 4-
point function in the SDE that led to the truncated 2PI effective action . however, is 
lost in the integration of (4.39). In general, as we shall see in this section, applying 
standard procedures to obtain //-point vertices (n > 2) from a truncated 2PI effective 
action leads to vertices which are not the same as those defined by the corresponding 
truncation of the SDE. Moreover, the definition of n-point vertices from a truncated 
action turns out to be ambiguous. Indeed, for a given n, the n-point vertex functions 
are not unique. Since the vertices defined in this manner are determined from the 
functional <£>. we will refer to them ^-derived vertices. Interestingly enough, the <1>-
derived vertices arc more complex and have more structure than the proper vertices 
defined by our prescription above. We discuss in more detail in this section the 
emergence of the ^-derived vertices. 

4 . 3 . 1 . (I>-derived vert ices 

The standard procedure to define the various vertex functions is from the derivat
ives of the 1PI effective action, as explained in section 4.1.1. Through functional 
techniques, one can relate the various derivatives of r I P T with the derivatives of 
the functional W. which generates connected correlation functions (see. for example 
[170]). Invoking a diagrammatic picture for the correlation functions defined from 
IF. one finds that indeed, the vertices of those diagrams arc given by derivatives of 
r 1 P I . We remark that a key point in this procedure is that the lines in a diagram 
are given by the 2-point function 62W[J]/5J2. Let us apply the same procedure to 
the 2PI effective action T[(p. G}. First of all. connected correlation functions can be 
defined from T[cj), G] by using the inverted Legendre transform to define a functional 
W[J.K] as 

W[J.K] = T\o.G] + Jiö1 + ]-Kij (Q'O3 + iGij) . (4.65) 

For the complete 2PI effective action, of course, this leads to the exact W[J, K]. As 
it depends on two sources, it is possible to define a given correlation function by 
differentiating W with respect to J and/or K in various ways. For example, the 
exact 2-point function IG can be defined either as 

S2W[J.K] JW[J,K] SW 5W5W 
id, = . T ' . or iGii = 2——— ój4>j = 2—7— —— - ^ r - . (4.00) 

'J o.J'o.JJ 3 oh1' •' dR'i d.J' d.JJ 

For the complete 2PI effective action, the functional W[J,K] is exact, and thus. 
identical to W[J] for K = 0. in which case the 2PI effective action is equal to the 1PI 
effective action. The correlation functions and vertices defined from both coincide. 

For the truncated 2PI effective action Ttr. the functional lF l r[J, A'] defined through 
(4.05) is not exact but approximate. It defines a new partition function as Z t r = 
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exp[/Il•',,-]. from which all quantit ies are obtained. A very important point to mention 
here is tha t the various definitions of connected n-point functions which were equi
valent for the exact II ' arc no longer so for the approximate one. In particular, for 
the 2-point function 

i r _JWtr 6WtTÖWtr S2WtI[J.K) 
lGij = 2ïïöi ~ U^TJT * - S.PSJJ • t4-G7) 

T h e fact tha t the 2-point function in (I>-derivable approximations is not given by 
5 W/5J has important consequences. In particular, it implies that vertex functions 
are not defined by simple derivatives of Tu[(p. G] with respect to 0. as is the case 
in the 1PI effective action. Indeed, the fact tha t the 2-point functions were given 
by 5 W/SJ2 was the key point in establishing that the vertices of' a diagram in a 
correlation function were given by the derivatives of T 1 P I . This, no longer being the 
ease for the t runcated action r t r . where the 2-point function is given by (4.67). implies 
that the vertices can not be given by simple derivatives of r t r [ 0 . G ] with respect to o 
as in the 1PI case. To define the «.-point vertices we must instead proceed as follows: 
We define the approximate funtional II",,. via the inverted Legcndre transform (4.65). 
The mean fields and propagators are then written as functions of the sources J and 
A", so 

W[J, K] = r [ó [ J . K].G[.J. A]] + JJOV- K] + -Kij (ol[J. K]&>[J. A] + iG'-'[J. K}). 

(4.68) 
This equation can be expanded in powers of the sources J and A'. Equating every 
order ö[Jp,Kq] in this expansion leads to complicated equations relating derivatives 
of Wtr with derivatives of r t r - In the resulting equations, on the one hand, the deriv
atives of r t r with respect to o and G can be calculated directly if the action is written 
in te rms of diagrams as in (4.23). On the other hand, the derivatives of W can then 
be wri t ten in terms of connected correlation functions. In this manner we can define 
the approximate versions for the various connected correlation functions, from which 
the corresponding vertices are defined by cut t ing the external lines. This procedure 
leads, in general, to various different expressions for a given «-point function. In prac
tice wha t one does is to write first the equations of motion for the t runcated effective 
action in te rms of sources, i.e. 

This defines the explicit dependence of 4> and G on J and A . Once that this depend
ence is known, we can differentiate the conjugate Legendre equations 

T j f = *V> * L ^ = \ (o,[J- A > , [ . 7 . A] + iG,j[J. A ] ) . (4.70) 

to obtain explicitly all possible derivatives of Wtr. These define connected correlation 
functions by using the same decompositions as in the exact theory. 
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Example: Let us calculate the 4-point function in a scalar theory with vanishing 
mean field (0 = J — ()). The dependence of the propagator G on the source K is 
determined by the "gap" equation 

5GV ~ 2 lJ Grj
1[K] = Gö}j + Kij-2

6-^-. (4.71) 

A 4-point function can be defined by differentiating the second equation in (4.70) with 
respect to K and then decomposing it in terms of connected functions. One obtains 

x2 W[J.K] ÏÖGV __ 1 

SKi.SK kl 2 SK 
s - G 

ki 

.(4) 
'ij;kl + GikGji + GuGjk (4.72; 

The 4-point function G\ A J defined here is in principle not symmetric in all its indices, 
but only in pairs. This is indicated with a semicolon separating pairs of symmetric 
indices. Using (4.71) and the property 

6Gij = QirSGrsCsj 

SK, SKL-kl 
(4.73; 

we obtain, after some straightforward manipulations, a self-consistent equation for 
the 4-point function G™, namely 

.(4) 2 GrkGsi + Grs.k (4.74) 

Similarly to the standard procedure to define vertices, the 4-point vertex is given by 
the -amputated" 4-point function from G^)u = GwG:jhGkcGidr^ah-cd. The self-
consistent equation for the vertex is then given by 

r ( 4 ) - - 4 
1 ij-.kt ~ 4 

62$[G\ 
8GiHGkl 

- 9 
62$[G\ 

ÖG'JSG" 
/~<mr /-rnsp(4) 

rs;kl (4.75; 

This result provides an equation for the vertex rL-.fci which is similar to a Bethe-
Salpeter equation [182]. For instance, take the 2PI effective action truncated at 
2-loop (or, equivalently 0(A)), i.e. 

r2-iooP[G] = - T r [ l n G 

The vertex (4.75) is given, in this case, by 

- l 
Go G ] - * g 

,(4) 
rSJJfei = -Mijöu - ? AG i m G i B rw. 

(4-76) 

(4) _ 
„ • ' ^ tm ' - ' j n - i mn-kl 

'(4.77) 
where we introduced a dashed line to separate the pairs of symmetric legs in the 
vertices. The vertex (4.77) is an example of one of the ^-derived vertices that we 
talked about in the introduction of this section. By construction, the vertex (4.75) 
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is only symmetric in pairs of indices, i.e. under the exchange of indices i «-» j . k «-» / 
and {ij} *-> {kl}. Starting with the vertex (4.77) one can construct a fully symmetric 

vertex T}^] by 

r(4).,- _ i r r 

«« " 3 . 
•(4) 
ij:kl 

,(4) 
ik:jl iUjl 

(4.78) 

Let us compare this equation to the exact symmetric vertex, given by the SDE (4.15). 
This can be done by iterating both equation and comparing order by order. After 
iteration of (4.78) with (4.77). we observe that, at 1-loop in perturbation theory 
(C(A2)). it only reproduces 1/3 of the SDE. 

Going to 3-loops or. equivalently, to 0(\2) in I". the ^-derived vertex is given by 

r ( 4 ) = (4.79; 11V 
It is straightforward to show that the symmetrized version of this vertex coincides 
with the exact one (derived from the complete vertex SDE) up to 0(X2). At higher 
orders in perturbation theory, the symmetrized version of (4.79) and the exact proper 
vertex differ. In general, the ^-derived vertices concide with the exact proper vertices 
(as determined from the SDE) up to the order of truncation of the functional $ . 

An interesting remark which is worth mentioning is the fact that the ^-derived 
vertex (4.79) has a richer structure than the corresponding truncation of the SDE 
vertex, which was given, for the ^-derivable approximation at 0(X2). by (4.44). The1 

reason why these vertices have a richer structure is that ^-derivable approximations 
resum infinitely many contributions to the propagator. The propagator accounts for 
the main properties of the (quasi)particle excitations. The resummations dress thus 
the quasiparticles. As a result of changing their properties, the interactions among 
them are also modified. This results in the appearence of new vertices, the ^-derived 
vertices, which contain information about the quasiparticlc interactions. In particular, 
it has been shown recently that, the (I>-derived vertices corresponding to the lowest 
nontrivial truncation of T provide the correct leading-order contribution to various 
transport coefficients [160]. They have been employed in the calculation of the shear 
viscosity in the O(N) model [183]. In addition, the ^-derived vertices play also a 
fundamental role in the renormalization of the coupling constants as we discuss in 
more detail in the next section. 

In the example above we neglected the mean fields © and the currents J to define 
a 4-point vertex function from 62W/SR"2. i.e. eq. (4.72). By construction, this vertex 
is not fully symmetric, but only under the exchange of the pairs of indices. By 
considering also the local currents .7. one can in principle construct ^-derived vertices 
with different symmetry properties from the various derivatives of W. i.e. from 

SHVlJ.K} ^ 54W\J,K] „™ ( r(4) 

8JiSJ*6Kki 
V ij;kl' or SJiSJjSJköJi r 

(4) 
ijki • 

The second of these two procedures defines a vertex explicitly symmetric in all its 
indices. To obtain these, however, one has to deal with very complicated coupled 
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equations involving the 3- and 4-point vertices with all the possible symmetries. For 
the simpler case of vanishing o. one can show7 that the symmetric vertex T\^'kl defined 
as in (4.80) for the case of the 2PI effective action (4.76) is equal to the SDE (4.15) 
truncated at 1-loop. i.e. 

(4.81) 

The symmetric ^-derived vertices thus seem to have more structure in them than 
the non-symmetric ones. However, it is not clear what physics is described by these 
symmetric vertices. This deserves further investigation. 

4.4. Renormalization 

For a given truncation of the 2PI effective action one is led to self-consistent equa
tions ("gap" equations) for the mean fields and propagators, i.e. eqns. (4.26) and 
(4.27). From the point of view of perturbation theory, these equations resurn in
finite sets of diagrams, with arbitrary powers on the coupling constant. These sets 
of diagrams often contain divergences that need to be renormalized. A priori, it is 
not clear how to renormalize self-consistent equations that involve infinitely many 
diagrams with the standard perturbative renormalization. as shown explicitly in cal
culations in scalar theories [184]. Another problem that arises when one tries to 
renormalize the gap equations in the usual (perturbative) manner is the occurrence 
of temperature dependent counterterms. which are not expected on general grounds 
[185]. Recently, a proof of renormalization of ^-derivable approximations based on the 
Bogolubov-Parasiuk-Hepp-Zimmermann (BPHZ) procedure [185] was given for both 
the real-time [186. 187] and imaginary-time [188] formalisms. An explicit algorithm 
for the calculation of the counterterms was also given in [189]. 

To illustrate the main features of renormalization in ^-derivable approximations 
we discuss in this section the 2-loop truncation in scalar ^ 4 4- ̂ 3 theory described by 

*[&H 8 + ^ 0 - (4-82) 
The variational procedure on the truncated action with the functional (4.82) yields 
the following gap equation for the self-energy, which in the imaginary time formalism 
reads 

E{P) = 2 4rfk A-2 + m2 + S(A-) + T U k ki + mi + T(k)(p-k)* + mi + Z(p-k)-
(4.83) 

The first contribution in the RHS comes from the "tadpole" diagram while the second 
comes from the "eye" diagram as in the example considered in section 2.6. i.e. equation 
(2.100). The ^-derivable approximation that results from using the functional (4.82) 

rWe do not include the derivation for brevity. 
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sums, not only the perturbative diagrams considered in that example, but all which 
results from inserting recursively any number of tadpole or eye diagrams into them. 

We proceed to study the divergence structure of the gap equation. Let us introduce 
an ultraviolet cutoff A in the integrals of (4.83). From the perturbative point of 
view by iterating the gap equation, one can identify both mass- and coupling-like 
divergences behaving like A2 and In A respectively as indicated in the figure 

- / E = 

~ A2 ~ In A -±S 
~- in A 

The lines in this figure represent the bare propagator Gn. Some of the mass-like 
and coupling-like divergences that appear in the iterative expansion are indicated 
with boxes. To absorb the divergences into renormalized masses and couplings we 
first assume, on the basis of the proof given in [186]. that the self-energy can be 
made finite. We can then study the asymptotic behaviour of the integrals in the gap 
equation (4.83) by a Taylor expansion of their integrands at T = 0 and around E = 0. 
In this manner we isolate the divergent terms from the finite part (every order in the 
expansion reduces by 2 the degree of divergence) getting 

E = EQ + E^> = A/i - AE/2 + g2I2 + AF(E). (4.84) 

where the UV divergent T — 0 integrals /] and 72 are given by 

h = - / T^ r} and I2 = - / , . (4.85) 
2.A-.A k2+m2 2Jk,A{k2+m2)2 

The finite part of the self-energy is given by XF, where we have extracted a factor A 
for reasons that will be clear in the following8. 

Naively, one could absorb all the local divergences of (4.84) into a mass counterterm. 
This is not very convenient as it leads to temperature dependent counterterms because 
the local terms of (4.84) depend on E. and E depends on T. To absorb the divergences 
into temperature independent counterterms it turns out that we also need to include 
a coupling constant counterterm. From the figure above we see that the coupling-like 
divergences ~ In A appear as a result of insertions of tadpoles into tadpoles. We 
will absorb the corresponding divergences by introducing a renormalized coupling 
A/?. Insertions of the "eye" diagram into any other diagram do not generate further 
divergences so the coupling g needs not be renormalized. Let us see how to obtain 
the renormalized parameters. First we rewrite (4.84) as 

| = / i - L / 2 + ^ / 2 + F(E). (4.86) 

The second term in this equation can be brought to the LHS, leaving 

i + J 2 ) = / i + y / 2 + -F(5:) (4.87) 

8 W e have also chosen a renormalization prescription for the "eye" diagram as we have written, 
for convenience, only the contribution at p = 0 in the Taylor expansion (4.84). 
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The RHS now only has either finite terms or temperature independent divergent 
terms, which can be absorbed easily through mass counterterms. With these consid
erations, equation (4.87) suggests the following definition of the renormalized coup
ling. 

- L = - + J 2 . (4.88) 
A/j A 

The terms remaining in the RHS can then be absorbed into the definition of the 
renormalized mass 

m\ = m2 - \RIX - g
2I2. (4.89) 

In this manner one obtains the renormalized parameters for the 2-loop ^-derivable 
approximation to scalar tp4 + <p3 theory. We see from the above that the renormaliza-
tion procedure is quite different than the usual one based on perturbation theory, the 
reason being the "hidden" divergences that arc present in the self-consistent equa
tions. The procedure presented here to determine the renormalized parameters can 
be generalized and made systematic to any order in scalar theories [189]. 

A very interesting point which we would like to mention is that the renormalization 
of the coupling constant is precisely determined by the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the 
^-derived vertex. For the 2-loop example discussed here, for instance, the coupling 
renormalization (4.88) is indeed described by the asymptotic behaviour of the equation 
(4.77) for the corresponding ^-derived vertex. Comparing to the exact SDE for the 
4-point vertex, this equation only has one of the three channels at 1-loop, or Ö(X2). 
In particular, this implies that, at ö{\2), the /3-function in this approximation would 
be exactly 1/3 of the perturbative one [190], as was found in explicit calculations 
[184]. This shows that renormalization works indeed quite differently in ^-derivable 
approximations. 

4.5. r?PI effective actions 

The 2PI effective action was introduced as a .systematic method to perforin resurn-
mations on the 2-point functions of the theory. This is particularly interesting if one 
is trying to describe physics that is encoded in the propagators. This is the case, for 
instance, in the description of collective plasma effects such as quasiparticle damp
ing and screening mass. Nevertheless, one might be interested in physics encoded 
in higher point correlation functions. A resummation of vertex functions is in that 
case desirable. The idea of the 2PI effective action can be generalized to include ver
tices for which resummations are defined [191, 176, 192, 193. 194]. These lead to the 
so-called nPI effective actions. The nPI effective action is constructed by including 
higher-point external sources Jj, KLj. L,jk- • • • into the functional \V[J. K. L....] and 
performing a Legendre transform according to 

rfei .Gtf .Gy*,. . . ] = W[JhKi:j,Lijk,...] - J,0' - i f fy ( 0 V + iG») 

- -Lijk (Gijk + iGijók + iGki(jP + iGjk4>1 + « > W ' ) + . . . . (4.90) 
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The resulting effective action T[Oi. G,}. G-,jk ] depends explicitly on the various 
correlation functions. The «PI effective action can also be rewritten as a diagrammatic 
series in terms of skeleton diagrams of the //-point vertex functions, i.e. diagrams with 
no ///-vertex insertions (rn < n). This diagrammatic series can be truncated to define 
effective actions from which the approximate ///-point functions (m < n) are obtained 
by means of a variational principle, along the lines discussed in section 4.1.3. 

For arbitrary n. the exact //PI effective action is related to the generating functional 
W in the presence of //-point sources via (4.90). In the absence of sources, this 
implies that the (// - 1)PI effective action is obtained from the //PI effective action by 
evaluating it at the stationary point solution for the //-point function. In this manner 

r'"> 'fo.G'2) G(n>" 
rfr^Pi 0 

= r"-l)PI\0.G(2) G , ( ' 

= . . . = r2P,[c>.G(2) 

5 r ( n - l ) F I 
- I I 

*G< 2 > 
= 11 

= r - [o] . (4.9i; 

Note that (4.91) is generally not valid for the truncations of the //PI effective action. 

Example 

To illustrate the main ideas of the //PI effective action, we consider the case of the 
4PI effective action in scalar y?4 theory. It is given, in terms of diagrams, as 

r[G*.r("] = -Tr ihiG'"1 'Gn-'-G- c; 

(4.92) 

where the 4-point vertices are denoted by the blobs )j( = T'4 ' . The detailed contruc-
tion of the 4PI effective action (4.101) is given in appendix 4.A. The resummations 
on the vertices and the propagators are provided by finding the stationary point of 
T[G.r ( 4 ) ] . This leads to 

ÓG 
= 0 [iG)-] = (iGo)-1 JX -e>^<8> 
6T 

= o - > r < 4 > = x=x+M+iT+m 
(4.93) 

(4.94) 

We notice that in the case of the 4PI effective action, the resulting equations for the 
vertex are the same, at 1-loop. as the corresponding SDE. eq. (4.15). As a result, the 
4-point vertex derived from the 4PI effective action is symmetric in all its legs. In 
general, the ra-point vertices derived from //PI effective actions are symmetric in all 
their legs for m < //. It is instructive to see that, unlike the 2PI effective action, where 
from its derivation we saw that T'4 ' was expanded in terms of diagrams involving only 
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classical vertices (i.e. eq. (4.38)). the resulting vertex from the 4PI effective action 
resums infinitely many contributions. 

Another interesting property one can extract from the equations above is that, 
truncating the 4PI effective action at 3-loop yields exactly the same equations as the 
2PI effective action truncated at the same order. Thus, up to 3-loop. the truncated 
actions are equal, i.e. r^PI[G. T(4)] = rt

2,PI[G] and nothing is gained from using the 
4PI instead of the 2PI effective action. 
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Appendix 4.A: Derivation of the 4PI effective action 

The derivation of equation (4.101) for the 4PI effective action is similar to the 
one presented in section 4.1.4 for the 2PI effective action. In this case both the 
inverse bare propagator and the classical vertex are interpreted as 2- and 4-point 
sources K and L respectively. This amounts to a redefinition of the source terms as 
KU -» KU = K<j + Gö.lj a n d LuM ~* Lijki = Lijki ~ ÏToJjki- T h i s procedure defines 
the generating functional IV*[K. L] for the action S[p] = 0. which is equivalent to the 
generating functional W[J. K] for the action S[^]. From 11 we define the auxiliary 
effective action T by the Lcgcndre transform 

f[G. T^} = W[K. L] - K , ~ - Lukl-^- = \V[K. L] - '-K^ 
öKij o Lijkt z 

~ JiL'J" 
stim s~ijn stkr W s r ( 4 ) stijstkl stikstjl stilstj M.95 

We write the derivatives of the auxiliary action f with respect to the sources K and 
/.. In terms of the original sources, this becomes 

§;.=-{ fa + Gö.y + g r^G^^G-rW. - irgj, wG« (4.96) 

-U rsG
im&nGkrCls + ^T(*lnrsG

imGinGkrGls. (4.97) 
(4) 4 , ~ m n r , ~ ~ - ~ . 4 , -

where we used the fact that both the sources and the functions G and T*1' are sym
metric in their labels. We need to close the above equations to be able to integrate 
them and find, in this way. the auxiliary 4PI effective action f. On the one hand, we 
can write the inverse bare propagator Go in terms of the full propagator and vertex 
by using Dyson's equation written as GQ1 = G _ l + £ and then use the corresponding 
SDE for the self-energy, namely eq. (4.14). On the other hand, to write the classical 
vertex in terms of the full one we use the corresponding SDE] for the 4-point vertex, 
i.e. eq. (4.15). expanded in terms of only 2- and 4-point functions. In this last equa
tion, however, it is not clear a priori how to isolate the classical vertex (if it can be 
isolated at all). Anyhow, since Tf} is a constant, we can use the equation to write the 
classical vertex in terms of full vertices and classical ones as 

x^x iM-m-m 
This procedure for writing the classical vertex in terms of full ones is by no means 
unique. The set of equations (4.96) and (4.97) can be closed by other procedures 
(see. for instance f 1911). All these lead to various nPI effective actions which share 
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similar properties9. The procedure presented here is inspired by the SDE and the 
loop expansion. However, a procedure can be constructed, in principle, to create 
a nPI effective action that satisfies other properties. Along these lines, alternative 
effective actions have been proposed for QED that retain gauge invariance [195]. The 
investigation of a systematic procedure to construct effective actions that satisfy gauge 
invariance or Goldstone's theorem deserves further analysis. 

With the procedure (4.98) to write the classical vertex in terms of full vertices, 
eqns. (4.96) and (4.97) become 

ÓT i ,.. I ~ _ i ' r (4 ) nknr<irnmsr(A) 
- Ö K 'J - Ö G ij + TO iklmG G G L jnrs SGij 2 J 2 'J 1 2 

+ ïg 1 Ojklmy G labcdU U Ll l rsnj 

+ T7;^imGlaGmbr^abcdG
crGdsGknrZj + •••• (4-99) 

_ _ r ( 4 ) /~ila/~imbT<(4) ficr fids /~iknfi\^. 

16 
ST -\-LinnrsG

l"'GjnGrsGls + ±Tr$nraGPnGPnGkaGl* 
(4) 4 ! " ™ ' - ~ ' 4 ! 

01 ijkl 

48 r 0 , m n a 6 G G L c d r s G G 

48 L 0 , m n a b G G L c d r 5
G G 

4. ^GimGlnr^mnabG
acGbdT^rsG^Gsk + .... (4.100) 

These equations can be integrated to obtain the auxiliary action T[G. T'4 ' ] . from which 
the true 4PI effective action can be obtained via cq. (4.95). This leads to equation 
(4.101). i.e. 

r[c.r(4)] = ^Tr [lntr1 + (G-1 - G~')G] 
— 

24 ^T-7 8 CJ 4 8 ^ - 7 ^ 48 

! 'In particular, all will guarantee energy-momentum and charge conservation, and thermodynam
ica! consistency (sec section 4.2). 
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